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Come Late to the Love of Birds by Sandra Kasturi Barrie, ON: Tightrope Books. 102 pp. $16.95.
tightropebooks.com Sandra Kasturiâ€™s collection Come Late to the Love of Birds is a significant
achievement both in its integrated thematic construction surrounding various real and fantastic aspects of
birds and in the quality of the poems therein. Inspired by a quote from J.
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A diacritic â€“ also diacritical mark, diacritical point, diacritical sign, or accent â€“ is a glyph added to a letter,
or basic glyph.The term derives from the Ancient Greek Î´Î¹Î±ÎºÏ•Î¹Ï„Î¹ÎºÏŒÏ‚ (diakritikÃ³s, "distinguishing"), from
Î´Î¹Î±ÎºÏ•Î¯Î½Ï‰ (diakrÄ«Ì•nÅ•, "to distinguish"). Diacritic is primarily an adjective, though sometimes used as a
noun, whereas diacritical is only ever an ...
Diacritic - Wikipedia
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Note: The following post accompanies Takuan Seiyoâ€™s latest piece.Both are being kept â€œstickyâ€•
until tonight. Scroll down for other posts that have appeared since Wednesday. Certain posts at Gates of
Vienna, among them those by Takuan Seiyo, tend to attract the attention and comments of people who are
preoccupied with the Jews.
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